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Tradition Eight -                  
Fellowship (Non-Professional) 

 Reino F, DCM 

The definition of Fellowship is “Community of interest, activity, 
feeling, or experience; A company of equals or friends; 
Companionship, Association, Friendliness, Comradeship”. The 
definition of NON-Professional is “not, reverse of, absence of; 
participating for gain or livelihood in an activity or field of 
endeavor often engaged in by amateurs; engaged in by 
persons receiving financial return”. The words defined in the 
12 x12 Dictionary are: Fellowship “Sharing similar interests, 
ideals, or experiences/friendship/the companionship or close 
association of people in a friendly setting, on equal terms, and 
sharing similar interests or aims/association/organization/
society”; Non-professional is “Having the occupation of 
counseling alcoholics for fees or hire and Twelfth Step is never 
to be paid for or sold for money”. Tradition Eight says that 
“Alcoholics Anonymous should remain forever 
nonprofessional, but our service centers may employ special 
workers”. 
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Step 5 

“Admitted to God, to ourselves, 
and to another human being the 
exact nature of our wrongs.” 

Tradition 5 

“Each group has but one primary 
purpose - to carry its message to 
the alcoholic who still suffers.”  

Concept 5 

“Throughout our structure, a 
traditional “Right of Appeal” 
ought to prevail, so that minority 
opinion will be heard and 
personal grievances receive 
careful consideration.”  

Open Positions for District #40 

Archives & Internet Technologies (IT)  
for job descriptions please go to:  

http://aa-seta.org/GSR/en_bm-31.pdf

DISTRICT#40  
UNITY | SERVICE | RECOVERY

http://aa-seta.org/GSR/en_bm-31.pdf
http://aa-seta.org/GSR/en_bm-31.pdf
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The Long Form of the Tradition says that “Alcoholics Anonymous should remain forever nonprofessional. 
We define professionalism as the occupation of counseling alcoholics for fees or hire. But we may employ 
alcoholics where they are going to perform those services for which we might otherwise have to engage 
nonalcoholics. Such special services may well be recompensed. But our usual AA Twelfth Step work is 
never to be paid for.” 

I reviewing this tradition I found the following comments other have shared about it. “The fact that this 
Society was nonprofessional was reassuring. Titles and degrees became trivial. I felt a new sense of 
responsibility to myself and to others. It made me aware of pride and ambition as defects, so I could 
commence to learn my true identity before God.” “The 12-Step program is free. There is a saying in the 
rooms, in order to keep it, you must give it away, with the key word give.” “We give freely what has been 
given freely to us.”

I sought help after I had my moment of truth that I was not living the way my mother and father had tried 
to raise me. I went to a treatment center. I am surely grateful that the facility told me that this was a place 
to break the cycle of living that I had gotten used to over my life. The center was in business to help treat 
people for their addictions. The center would help start the process of changing my path in life. But, the 
real place for me to keep the sobriety that I was getting was going to be through the fellowship of 
Alcoholics Anonymous. AA was to be my life line if I wanted to stay sober.

The treatment center has an AA group that met there on Sunday evenings and we attended that group’s 
meeting. The introduction to AA had begun there. Then I went to a men’s halfway house for three months. 
The halfway house required that we attend AA meetings two to three times each week. I eventually got a 
home group. All along the way I was never asked for any reimbursement for anything that was given to 
me in the rooms of AA or in the fellowship and activities after the meetings. After the first four months, to 
the hospital and halfway house only, I never had to pay anyone for what the members in AA were giving 
me. That impressed me, fellow human beings just wanted to help another suffering alcoholic. To try and 
help them in their suffering to stay sober and more importantly to completely change their way of thinking, 
acting, and living. What a stressful process that has been at times.

My two sponsors are exceptional men. They just want to give back to the fellowship that saved their asses 
and more importantly their lives. All my home groups, over the years, gave freely of their services and 
asked for nothing in return unless I voluntarily gave it on my own. I have figured out by their example that 
I need to give back to other suffering alcoholics what has been given to me. When I do, my thinking and 
behavior are in much better motives. My ego gets set aside to help other suffering people in the world.

Shoot, me study to be a professional to help people?, what an oxymoron, I quit college in my senior year 
studying to be an accountant. That was during my quitting phase, when I destroyed the good things that 
God’s grace was putting in my life’s path, and that I would not accept them. By just giving back freely to 
the fellowship that has helped me change my life, I am in much better shape than if I were to continue 
scamming life for what I could get out of it. 

As for the special services that people get paid for doing the work, they were hired, for I believe that it is a 
necessity for those people to get paid what would be normally paid for those services, in order to help the 
still suffering drunk. Doing a job is different than helping a suffering drunk and charging them for that help.

The price that I paid to be an alcoholic allows me all the credentials that I need to help another suffering 
drunk or another one of God’s kids. Then to give to them all that I have and want nothing for it, what a 
freeing motive my higher power God has given me. I am grateful to just being another drunk.   
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The Spiritual Life is Not a Theory 
The spiritual life is not a theory. What does that mean to you? To me, it is the adoption and practicing the principles learned from 
the process of taking the twelve steps. Each step has taught us a principle, or principles, however many you believe were revealed 
in your step work, by which we live by and apply in our daily life. Regardless of the ideology and conception one places their 
faith in, “the main object of the big book is to find a Power greater than yourself which will solve your problem” (page 45 Big 
Book of Alcoholics Anonymous). Faith in this Higher Power’s guidance will result in a design for living down the Road of 
Happy Destiny. 

Spiritual principles are introduced by doing step work. The step work gives us a starting point on how to exercise these principles 
in situations. Principles such as these; honesty, hope, faith, courage, integrity, willingness, humility, justice, forgiveness, 
acceptance, awareness, love, service, open-mindedness, perseverance, to name a few. As I continue in my step work, I learn to 
implement these principles in practical daily experiences. Experiences like telling the truth if I was in the wrong and know the 
truth can set me back financially, the ability to set my ideas aside and listen to another’s perspective on an issue without forcing 
my own, having no control over something that is negatively affecting my life, and being able to love someone and forgive them 
even when I don’t like them or want to. Each example listed can have several of these principles labeled to them, and it was by 
taking precisely twelve steps, where I was able to adopt and apply them in my daily life. 

Spiritual principles learned through step work are intended to be practiced forever. Honesty is the main principle behind taking 
Step 1, but in my experience, I also learned about perseverance. I was describing my early weeks in A.A. to a friend when this 
principle was pointed out. At that time, I only could be honest that my life had become unmanageable, which was obvious to any 
person that knew me, but I did not understand, nor know much about, the illness of alcoholism. However, I persevered in doing 
what was suggested and learned about alcoholism and became fully convinced in the realization that I have this allergy. I now get 
to treat it. It is also like the perseverance at a job where there is no promotion in sight, yet doing the best I can every day, should 
one open up, and be a possible candidate. Or more emotionally relative, having two children I have not seen in eight years 
because of the damage I caused in my active drinking. I get to accept that this is where I am today, and have hope that in God’s 
timing, a family between children and father can be restored. In keeping this short, I am not going to list every personal 
experience with each steps’ principle I have learned, but those are a couple that others may relate to. These spiritual principles are 
practiced in my daily life and as long as I practice them to best of my ability, I get to remain sober, happy, and at peace.  

One of the most fascinating concepts to me about the program of Alcoholics Anonymous, which I believe is Divinely written, is 
that each person can find their own conception of God. Whether it be a figure from a religious denomination, group of drunks, or 
just good orderly direction, we must place our faith in that idea’s moral compass. An individual’s belief system should not deter 
them from living a life of kindness, honesty, love, and tolerance. I have found relying upon this Perfect Idea will guide me, when 
called upon, to take the right action and work towards living a better life. It is imperative that the God of your understanding be 
able to sustain you and keep you sober and at peace with whatever life throws at you. 

Faith is the substance of things hoped for, evidence of things not seen, and a spiritual life is built on a foundation of principles. I 
have to live this thing with the hope of better things to come. I get to choose today whether or not I want to arrest my disease. 
Attending meetings, speaking with mentors, one-on-ones with my sponsor, all who share their experience, strength and hope with 
each other is how we/I learn. I trust my God to guide me in the acts of being kind, loving, and tolerant towards all things. Though 
these things are not seen, the outcomes are. At times, I can feel the rewards with every fiber of my soul. I do the work and in 
return I become enlightened, at peace, able to be of service, kind and loving to achieve a life worth living. 

David M 

April 26, 2020 

“I am not unique. Everything I have has been given to me.  

I’m just a drunk passing along what another drunk has passed on to me”  

- Anonymous  
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District 40 Officers and Committee Representatives

Position          Name Email

DCM     Reino F  dcm-40@aa-seta.org

Alt DCM     Doug D      dcm-40-alt@aa-seta.org

Secretary     Jackie S d40sec@yahoo.com

Alt Secretary     Hilton L d40altsec@gmail.com

Treasurer     Mike W treasurer-40@aa-seta.org 

Alt Treasurer     Scott B  treasurer-40-alt@aa-seta.org

Archives OPEN

Newsletter Editor Kari B     

Grapevine Rep   Rachel P 

district40newsletter@gmail.com 

IT Rep OPEN

Literature Rep Elizabeth G 

CFC Rep     Paul K     

Intergroup Rep Dan K  

CPC Rep   Bill A     

PI Terri

TFC Lucas D
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